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Web Status, For August

Files Hits Page

48850 4191 Bible

58597 8739 Venturing

111631 15463 Scouting

18126 3601 Exploring

88564 10902 ExpNews

60158 4312 Links

282163 22751 Post

49619 5886 Calendar

94462 7429 Members

56179 5205 Adults

4085 867 Toadies

18412 1849 Youth

30474 3479 Program

1292 511 Project

Calendar of Events:
9/4/99 Wyandot Lake
9/6/99 First Nighter Letters are mailed out
9/7/99 First Nighter Rehersal
9/13/99 First Nighter RSVP
9/14/99 First Nighter
9/21/99 Second Nighter & Registration
10/1-2/99 Book-Making Sleep Over
10/2/99 Garage Sale
10/15-7/99 Fall Camporee
10/26/99 Pizza Party
11/2/99 Election Reporting
12/17/99 Silver Beaver Applications are due
12/21/99 Christmas Party
12/24/99 National Young American Applications due
12/28/99 Leave for Australia
2/5/00 Pot-Luck-Court-of-Honor
2/5/00 Sleepover
2/6/00 Scout Sunday
2/26/00 Maple Sugar Festival
3/4/00 Maple Sugar Festival
5/13-14/00 Flower Planing at Murfield
5/20-21/00 Flower Planting at Murfiled
6/9/00 Sleepover
6/10/00 Garage Sale
7/2-8/00 Summer Camp
7/4/00 No Meeting
10/31/00 Pizza Party
12/15/00 Silver Beaver Apps Due
12/19/00 Christmas Party
12/26/00 No Meeting
12/28/00 Leave for New Zealand

Garage Sale
James D. Corder

Boy Scouts of America, Venturing Crew
369 will be having their second annual
Garage Sale Saturday October 2nd
8:00am to 3:00pm. Please bring your
stuff to donate to the Church on Friday
October 1st between 7:00pm & 11:00

Open House
James D. Corder

Tuesday September 14th 7:30p.m. Boy
Scouts of America, Venturing Crew 369
will be having their Open House to inter-
view potential members. 369 has room
for 25 new students in their UNIX for
Programmers Class. Membership is
open to young men and women between
14 [and in high school] and 20 years of
age. Cost is $25.001 a year. Interested
members should send E-Mail to
exp369@post369.columbus.oh.us to
request space for them and their parents.

Thank you
Venturing Crew 369

Venturing Crew 369 would like to thank
Ben & Janet Simms for their financial
contribution to the program.

Your kindness and generosity is deeply
appreciated.

1.Uniform, Events, and Books not included.

The Ohio State Fair!



Venturering Crew 369
P.O. Box 307218

Gahanna, Ohio 43230
United States of America

We are looking for a new
sponsor for The Adventure,
Can you help?

Our Principals:
1) Honor before all else.
2) The difference between a

winner and a loser is that
the winner tried one more
time.

3) K.I.S.M.I.F.
4) Y.C.D.B.S.O.Y.A.

Our Cr eed:ZL[4\-]N^T_2`ba	cFdeZ9a!f$g�hKiK`Nj4iPkDlmZLa!n*_ c/oTlmp
ZL[Hq*n�]b]bn*a!q*n*r

Venture Crew 369:

Venture Crew369 was chartered
on December 31, 1994 to the Ref-
ormation Lutheran Church.

Venture Crew369 specializes in
UNIX for Programmers while
emphasizing a deep theme of
Engineering Computer Informa-
tion & Science through an Entre-
preneurial Spirit. Membership in
Venture Crew 369 is open to
young men and women between
the ages of 14 [and in high
school] and not yet 20. Annual
Membership fees are $25

Our Web Page:
http://post369.columbus.oh.us

Our E-Mail Addr esses

Adults Members:
James D. Corder(E) www.corder .com
David J. Alden Consultant
Herb Docken Institutional Representative
Andy Drake apdrake@freenet.columbus.oh.us
Rick Gauger Committee Member
Terry Jones Committee Member

Ralph Maurer(E) Committee Chairman

Tom Niedzielski(E) Committee Member
Stephen Potter spp@colltech.com
Joe Harvey(E) joharve4@vt.edu

Youth Members:
Neil A. Coplin zephyr-1@columbus.rr.com
Matthew Corner blumoose@infinet.com
Jason B. Cunnyngham PacoElTaco@aol.com
Nathaniel P. Graham ngraham@iwaynet.com
Ho-Sheng Hsiaohshsiao@freenet.columbus.oh.us
Thomas R. Lowers tom@wclcorp.com
Jesse Kass jeskas@apexmail.com
David McIlroy(E) davidmac@columbus.rr.com
Joe Prinz thrak@m5.columbus.rr.com
James J. Scherer(E) Skyshark44@aol.com
Jon Schlegel jschlege@vt.edu
Bill Schwanitz type_O-@columbus.rr.com
Dave Scruby -

Post-Toadies:
Justin Crawford plebe
Justin Harris plebe
Daniel Johnson plebe
Aaron Morris plebe

(E) Eagle Scout
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Crew Finances
Topic Need On-Hand
The Adventure$95,000 $750.00
General Fund $3,000 $1,232.49
Floor Fund $2,500 $2,500.00
Electrical Fund $2,500 $2,500.00
Flag Fund $1,000 $0.00
Room Fund $3,800 $0.00
Grand Total $6,982.49
In the Bank $5,000.00
Cash on Hand $1,982.49

Up-an-Coming Crew Expenses
12/01/99 Crew Charter $30.00
12/01/99 Crew Insurance$175.00
12/31/99 Registration $335.00
Monthly The Adventure $75.00

Up-an-Coming Member
Expenses
09/01/99 Registration $25.00
09/28/99 Book $25.00
06/01/00 Summer Camp $175.00
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A 30 Year Retirement Plan
Federal Social State City Total Left

     28.00      15.02       3.05       1.80      47.87      52.13

Annual Sal After Tax 15%-401K 10%-God Spendable Weekly

 25000.00  13032.50    3750.00    2500.00    6782.50     130.43

1    3750.00     375.00 11  69491.88    6949.19 21  240009.37  24000.94

2    7875.00     787.50 12  80191.06    8019.11 22  267760.31  26776.03

3  12412.50    1241.25 13  91960.17    9196.02 23  298286.34  29828.63

4  17403.75    1740.38 14  104906.19  10490.62 24  331864.98  33186.50

5  22894.13    2289.41 15  119146.81  11914.68 25  368801.47  36880.15

6  28933.54    2893.35 16  134811.49  13481.15 26  409431.62  40943.16

7  35576.89    3557.69 17  152042.64  15204.26 27  454124.78  45412.48

8  42884.58    4288.46 18  170996.90  17099.69 28  503287.26  50328.73

9  50923.04    5092.30 19  191846.59  19184.66 29  557365.99  55736.60

10  59765.34    5976.53 20  214781.25  21478.12 30  616852.59  61685.26

Retire at 50

Start at 20 Start 30 Start 35 Start 40

30 Years 20 Years 15 Years 10 Years

 61685.26  21478.12  11914.68    5976.53

 32156.53 <= -Taxes  11196.55    6211.12    3115.57

    618.39 <= Weekly     215.32     119.44      59.91

When are you going to retire?
James D. Corder

To begin, think with the end in mind. Ok,
When are you going to retire. It is as sim-
ple as that. Pick a date! 30 years from
now. Uck. But that is what most people
think about. Why not at the age of 30?

Now for the hard part: “HOW?”

Many people dream of winning the lot-
tery. All right, I must admit that I have
been known to purchase a ticket or two
in my life time. If it is over
$24,000,000.00 and it is a nice day out,
and I am at the bank, and I feel like walk-
ing next door to purchase a ticket.

Side note: Are the odds between $1 in 40,000,000 and
$100 in 40,000,000 so different that it is worth an extra
$99?, I think not!

I am willing to bet that many of the mil-
lionaire lottery winners are broke once
the money stops coming in.

Then what is the secrete?

Self Discipline!

Pay God first and you second taxes third
and life last! Give your 10% to God
[charitable giving] [15% to retirement]
[pay your taxes] then with what ever is
leftover you can live on!

The problem is that nothing is ever left
over:-( Then you will not miss it if it is
taken out of your salary first!

Even though the average income of our
graduate is $60Kyr, I have chosen to
work with $25Kyr the average wage of
the American Household.

Just as the Lottery Winners say “next
year” the worker says I will worry about
retirement next year. Unfortunately, due
to the power of compounding interest, by
missing the first year’s investment of
$3,750.00 it will cost you $61,685.00 30
years from now. Waiting two years will
cost you $117,000.00.Start NOW! Start
putting money away EVERY paycheck!

The Ohio State Fair
James D. Corder

The Ohio State Fair is more than an
exhibition of our abilities. The Ohio
State Fair gives our youth members an
extremely rare chance to hone their
communications skills.

All day long total strangers from every
walk of life come to our display and
ask the youth about the 369 program.
The youth must be able to converse
with both the Computer Engineer and
the technological neophyte. Many
times simultaneously!

Unfortunately, some people get their
jollies by verbally attacking the youth
in the Scouting Program. While 99.9%
of the population is civil that one tenth
of one percent makes the day interest-
ing.

I am EXTREAMLY proud of 369.
They handled themselves with dignity
and a level of professionalism that
may corporations would give their
Intellectual Properties to have. The
overwhelming number of compli-
ments that I received on behalf of the
youth makes the time invested in the
program well worth while!

The youth had 30 minutes to build a
multi platform, multi OS local area
network. The display had to be up-an-
running by 8:00am, continuously until
9:00pm. A 21” CG3 monitor was set
up as a keyos displaying over 1,000
digital pictures of the Crew in action.
On another 21” CG3 Sun Workstation
the Crew Web Page was available for
access by all Fair goers. The Crew had
to rewrite all 3,500+ files to be self
contained. Since this was a local area
network, no outbound connections or
links could be made. This was a major
feet since 369’s web page has over
28,000 links to other pages.

Once again I would like to say how
proud I am of 369!
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The Ohio Lottery $24,000,000.00
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Federal Social State City Total Left Over

28.00 15.02 3.503.5 1.80 48.32 51.68

Jackpot Annuity Cash

923077.00 11212565.00 <=Amount
of check

477046.19 5794653.59 <=Amount
after taxes

4000000.00 153846.00 1868761.00 477046.19 <Principal

8000000.00 307692.00 3737521.00 47704.62 <= 10% int

12000000.00 461538.00 5606283.00 24653.75 <= -Taxes

16000000.00 615385.00 7475044.00 12326.87 Spend or

20000000.00 769231.00 9343805.00 Invest half

24000000.00 923077.00 11212565.00

28000000.00 1076923.00 13081326.00

30000000.00 1230769.00 14015707.00

32000000.00 1230769.00 14950087.00

36000000.00 1384615.00 16818848.00

40000000.00 1638461.00 18687609.00

Principal Interest Spendable Year Principal Interest Spendable

477046.19 12326.87 9861.50 1 5794653.59 149733.85 119787.08

1412450.07 36497.71 29198.17 2 5944387.44 153602.97 122882.38

2372024.78 61293.12 49034.50 3 6097990.41 157572.07 126057.66

3356394.90 86729.24 69383.40 4 6255562.48 161643.73 129314.99

4366201.14 112822.64 90258.11 5 6417206.22 165820.61 132656.49

5402100.78 139590.28 111672.23 6 6583026.83 170105.41 136084.33

6464768.06 167049.61 133639.69 7 6753132.24 174500.94 139600.75

7554894.67 195218.48 156174.78 8 6927633.18 179010.04 143208.03

8673190.15 224115.23 179292.19 9 7106643.22 183635.66 146908.53

9820382.38 253758.68 203006.94 10 7290278.88 188380.81 150704.65

10997218.06 284168.11 227334.49 11 7478659.69 193248.57 154598.85

12204463.18 315363.33 252290.66 12 7671908.25 198242.11 158593.69

13442903.51 347364.63 277891.70 13 7870150.36 203364.69 162691.75

14713345.13 380192.84 304154.27 14 8073515.05 208619.63 166895.70

16016614.97 413869.33 331095.46 15 8282134.68 214010.36 171208.29

17353561.30 448416.02 358732.82 16 8496145.04 219540.39 175632.31

18725054.33 483855.40 387084.32 17 8715685.42 225213.31 180170.65

20131986.73 520210.54 416168.43 18 8940898.74 231032.82 184826.26

21575274.27 557505.09 446004.07 19 9171931.56 237002.71 189602.17

23055856.35 595763.33 476610.66 20 9408934.27 243126.86 194501.49

24574696.68 635010.16 508008.13 21 9652061.13 249409.26 199527.41

26132783.84 675271.13 540216.91 22 9901470.39 255853.99 204683.20

27731131.98 716572.45 573257.96 23 10157324.39 262465.26 209972.21

29370781.43 758940.99 607152.79 24 10419789.65 269247.36 215397.89

31052799.42 802404.34 641923.47 25 10689037.01 276204.72 220963.77

32778280.76 846990.77 677592.62 26 10965241.73 283341.85 226673.48

It is all about Discipline
James D. Corder

If you won $24,000,000.00 in the
Ohio Lottery you could take twenty
six equal payments of $923,077.00
or one lump sum of
$11,212,565.00.After 48.3 percent
taxes you would have either
$477,046.19 a year for 26 years or
$5,794,653.59.

Assuming you got 10% interest on
your money, paid 48.32% in taxes,
and gave 10% in charitable contri-
butions and put half back into the
principal to offset inflation, you
would have either $9,861.50 or
$119,787.08 in spendable income.

If you do not have any self control
the one lump sum is the best way to
go. Put all the money in investments
and live off the interest. If you could
continue to work for another 8 years
and put the money away and NOT
touch the principal then payments
are better.

Unfortunately, most people know
that they are going to get another
large check next year and spend all
of the principal. There is nothing left
over at the end of the 26 years.
Many of the lottery winners are now
broke and not marketable in the job
arena.

Guess what. Your pay check is the
same way. Far to many people think
that they have many years left. They
spend this weeks pay check know-
ing that next week is only seven
days away. They go in debt for a
house and car they can not afford.
They max their credit cards out and
ask for a higher limit.

Start putting 15% of your income
away every paycheck in a 401K or
other investment vehicles, NOW!
You will be amazed what it looks
like 10 years form now. If you say
you can’t afford it, then how will
you be able to afford to retire?
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So, simply, to shuffle a list without writ-
ing a whole lot of code, we can just use a
random number generator as the com-
parison function.

#!/usr/bin/perl

# Create a random seed.
# (From PerlFunc man page)
srand ( time ^ $$ ^ unpack “%L*”, `ps

axww | gzip` );

# Read in a list from standard in
# and into F
while (<STDIN>) {

push @F, $_;
}
# Shuffle the list. This will give
# two values, forcing two items to
# be always greater than, less than,
# but not equal to. Shuffled list
# is dumped into NEW
@NEW = sort {

( rand 5 ) - 1.5
} @F;

# Print out the list to standard out
foreach $myline (@NEW) {

print $myline ;
}

In the first version, I used a comparison
function of “rand 3 - 1” which would
return -1, 0, and 1. The shuffled list that
resulted was a nice random distribution
at the beginning and end of the list. The
middle section was still in the same
(alphabetical) order. The current formula
works a lot better. It forces a greater than
or a less than (-1 and 1, respectively).

This script took me about ten minutes to
concoct. It is also incredibly inefficient.
It goes through the list in three passes.

Also, to make sure the list is thor-
oughly shuffled, I  chained together
several shuffles with pipes. This is
somewhat inefficient, especially for
the larger list. But since I’d rather
enjoy listening to MP3s rather than
spending my time figuring out how to
write an efficient shuffle, it is actually
an efficient use of my time (the com-
puter is doing all the hard work).

Tri-Cr eek Fall Camporee
Roy Case 235-7026

The fall Camporee will take place
from October 15-17 at Tar Hollow
State Park. Contact Roy Case at 235-
7026 for registration and further infor-
mation.

JOTA 1999
Ben Hart benjh@worldnet.att.net

As always the Jamboree on the Air
will be held the third week in October.
In the 1998 JOTA, we had seven sites
operating. The effort of those who
operated a site was effective enough
for Simon Kenton Council to be recog-
nized worldwide. In the annual report,
we had four photographs printed and
two news articles.

In addition, I have been asked to sub-
mit an article to be a chapter of a book
entitled, “1999 Proceedings of the
National Educational Workshop”. It is
not too early to start planning for your
involvement. If you would like to be a
part of JOTA ‘99, please contact me at:
Ben Hart, 170 Greenbier Road, Sun-
bury, OH 43074 740-965-1710

Perl Quick Shuffle Script
Ho-Sheng Hsiao hhh@lost-realities.org

 I had a problem. I have a collection of
MP3s stored on a computer, and I wanted
to play them over the network. Players
exist that takes a URL, then plays the
MP3 while it streams across the network.
For a personal collection, this has the
advantage where my desktop computer
does not have the capacity to hold my
collection.

However, the player I chose to use does
not have a decent shuffling functionality.
I just sorted through a few Perl documen-
tation, and came up with this script.

The idea is simple. Perl has a sort func-
tion. I suspect it uses a Quick Sort algo-
rithm. But no matter -- the most
important point is that Perl lets you
define exactly what kind of a comparison
you want to use. That is, the sorter does
not need to know exactly what you are
sorting, as long as you tell it if you can
tell it any item is less than, greater than,
or equal to any other item. This is called
the comparison function.

When we order a deck of cards, we want
it in a specific order. When we want to
shuffle a deck of cards, we don’t really
care what order it is in. In fact, we don’t
want there to be any order.
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State Fair
Ho-Sheng Hsiao hhh@lost-
realities.org

On August 11th, we the Venturing
Crew went to the State Fair. We
were there to present to all visitors
who we were, and provide an exam-
ple of the Scouting program. The
booth the members manned also
hosted other youth groups -- for
examples, 4H and Girl Scouts.

What strikes me was the sheer diver-
sity and number of organizations
dedicated towards youth mentor-
ship. The fair coordinators stuffed
an entire pavillion wall to wall with
booths. Though the crowd (or lack
of crowds) could have been better,
those who do visit us were usually
facinated.

We brought with us a stack of Sun
IPCs. Two of them displayed our
web page and a photo album.
Another was suppose to drive the
shell-based Merlin game. The termi-
nals that were working the night
before our exhibition refused to
work in the morning after. So we
made do with the Java Merlin.

This wasn’t our first exhibition at a
conference or a fair. However, being
this close to our First Nighter, it
gave us youth members an opportu-
nity to talk about our crew. This con-
vention also gave us a chance to
practice explaining to people what
our Venturing Crew is about, and
what the Venturing program is. Sur-
prisingly, there are relatively few
people who knows about Venturing.
A chance to talk one-on-one with
the fair-goers prepared me for the
phone interviews with principals
and counselors later during recruit-
ing. Since it was often easier to talk
to a person who is there, I would
visualize talking to someone as if
they were there, instead of on the
other side of the phone line.

As the advisors and our Boy Scouts
exhibit leaders have commented,

there were often visitors who came year
after year to the fair just to see the Boy
Scouts exhibit. One man came by and
quickly had our group facinated with
ancedotes and commentary. He was old,
but he was also wise. He told us about his
experiences as a soldier, and as a person
in general. We learned something too,
that day. All and all, this event gave me
some positive experience -- a nice way to
cap off the year before elections and First
Nighter.

State Fair
Neil Coplin coplin.7@osu.edu

Every year when the State Fair rolls
around, Boy Scouts set up their displays
in the Lauche building.  Every year,
thousands of people pile into the fair.
Every year, Boy Scouts will invite units
to show off what they’re doing.  This
year, we were the only Venture Crew to
be invited.

During our trip to the fair, we had two
priorities.  To keep people happy by pay-
ing attention to them, and to have a
bunch of fun ourselves. Because of the
number of people we had going to the
fair, we were able to spend part of our
day browsing around the fair.  Free tick-
ets to the fair is always something fun.
While I’m not one to go on all the nause-
ating rides that they have at the fair, I
loved the classic car show that they had
there.  I just wish I would have remem-
bered to go see the pig races (because
that is what the fair is all about!).

For our display, we set up a tower of Sun
IPCs.  We had one of them running our
web page, which a few people ended up
browsing though.  A second was running
through our photo album, in order to
show everyone what we’ve been up to.
Unfortunatly, the other two ended up sit-
ting idle, since the connection from the
IPCs to the terminals didn’t want to
work. Computers aren’t everything
though, so we also had a copy of the
book we teach from, scrapbooks from
past years, and old copies of “The
Adventure.”

In the end, we all had a blast.  Much of
the day, it was rather slow, so we had
time to plan upcoming events.  All of the
people that we met were really interest-
ing too.  One of the people I talked too
took his troop up to Canada for a fishing
trip.  He then did his 4H project on it, and
he took home first prize.  I can’t wait till
next year!

The Ohio State Fair
Jason Cunnyngham
Toten@columbus.rr.com

The States largest food court with side
attractions is how I would best describe
it. My personal favorite aspect of the fair
was the car exhibit, which featured many
beautiful old cars that had been refur-
bished to a level of quality that was awe-
some! My personal favorite being the
Ford ThunderBirds which in my mind
are the greatest of the classics. A fellow
Scout convinced me that the best part of
the fair was the pig races.  We had a great
time, I really thought that our booth was
looking very nice. We had set up our web
page to running on  Sun Microsystems
Solaris 7 and we had another Sun scroll-
ing through pictures of Venture Crew
369 in action. The only part of the fair
that wasn’t a blast was the aching feet
after a day of standing around all day, but
talking to fair goers made it all worth
wile.
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Rivals Challenge UNIX Computers
James D. Corder www.cor der.com

In the 8/18/1999 Columbus Dispatch 8G
an article by the same name from the
Associated Press, proclaims that the newÝ É)Ù Ú(Â�À�¿%Ã)Ä%Ó0É)Û�Þ"É)ÛPßKÀ�Â"ÃJÀ"Õ�Ù�½P¼"Ó�É)Ù Ú(Â�À"Ö�Ù�à)Ûb¾0È�Ûb¾�à)É)Ó�á
Ó0¾�Û�Ó�À�¾�Ö�ÃJÀ�à)ÂâÀ�Â"É�È�É)Û ÔT¾�Û)Ö�Ã�½Pà)ÉD¾�Ô#À�Â"ÉDÂ"Ù Ú(Â"É)Û�á
È�Û�Ù�à)É)ÆUà)¾�Ö�È�Å�À�É)Û�Ó

 will threaten the UNIX
giant Sun Microsystems. This comment
only goes to prove, once again, what
technical neophytes are members of the
press.

Earlier this year Microsoft announced
that they could support a 1 Terabyte
Database but stated few people on the
planet would ever need such a large file.
Moreover, Intel still proclaims the speed
of their chips in Mhz and thinks that
500Mhz is fast.

In 1992 I build my fist “fourway server”
a risc-chip based system running SunOS
4.1.3.

In 1994 I build my first “twelveway
server” a risc-chip based system running
Solaris 2.4. Later that year I proposed to
build a “sixtyfourway server” utilizing
the new Cray-Sun server, later to be
known as an E-10,000.

In 1992 I was trained to program in
Progress 4GL by a gentleman that main-
tained a 5 Terabyte Database. Later in
my career I oversaw a staff that main-
tained a 12 Terabite Database.

In the early ‘90s Digital Equipment came
out with their 600Mhz Risc Chip. In the
October 1998 issue of The Adventure1

we talked about Sun Microsystems
reaching the 1GHz speed and expect to
reach the 1.5Ghz speed by 2002.

Now I ask you, what is better an
“8(500Mhz)-way” system or a
“1,680(1Ghz)-way” system? Moreover,
the RISC chip is 64bits while the Intel is
32bits. Therefore, the speed inside the
chip is exponentially faster.

1.http://post369.columbus.oh.us/ExpNews.d/
1998.d/981027.Adventure.html#HDR17

While most neophytes think that clock
speed of the chip is the end-all-be-all
measurement of a computer capacity,
true technoids know that it is the speed
between I/O devices that truly slow
down a system let-alone a network.
Therefore, once again, Sun Microsystem
has the Intel world beat with its Giga-
plane2,3.2 GB/sec.

In my opinion, the only thing that Sun
Microsystems has to worry about form
the Intel world is the new “Beowulf”
clusters. Unfortunately, most people will
not hear about this since it runs under
one of the 78 flavors of UNIX “Linux”.
And therefore, Microsoft will not use
their wonderful marketing department to
proclaim this new technology.

“SGI3... today announced that it will
install the company’s first 128-processor
Linux(R) cluster at the Ohio Supercom-
puter Center (OSC)......Ohio scientists,
educators and engineers can begin to use
the state’s largest Beowulf cluster as a
starting point into scalable high-perfor-
mance computing.”

Pixar4 Selects Sun Microsystems as
Exclusive Provider of Rendering Solu-
tion For ‘Toy Story 2’ 120 Sun Enter-
prise(TM) 4500 Servers and 4.5 Terabyte
Sun StorEdge(TM) Arrays Power Pixar’s
Newest Feature Film
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2.Where everything plugs into. Backplane

3.http://linuxtoday.com/stories/8685.html

4.http://biz.yahoo.com/prnews/990810/
ca_sun_mic_1.html
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With the Sun E4500 capacity of 14
CPUs each Pixar’s Sun Farm will have
the capacity to be a “1,680way server/
cluster”

New Battle In Messaging

Microsoft is expected to announce that
Prodigy, Tribal Voice, and PeopleLink
will become alias against AOL, which
is refusing to allow MSN’s subscribers
to communicate with the 43 million
users of its dominant service.

WOW!

It is good to see someone take on the
MS Monopoly. Rumors within the
UNIX world have always stated that
some day they would begin to stop
traffic of MicroSoft only networks
across the UNIX based and controlled
InterNet.

In the past, UNIX based ISP have pre-
vented pornographic sites and Spam-
ming sites from crossing their routers
and firewalls in attempt to provide a
“better” environment for their users.

Microsoft has for years prevented any
standard that is not theirs from work-
ing on their platform. [See the JAVA
legal battles with Sun Microsystems,
and those of Explorer / Netscape].
This is the fist time, on a large scale,
that someone has prevented a
Microsoft standard from working
within “their” standard.

Who I feel sorry for are all the people
that have bought into the Microsoft
Only world and will someday have
their E-Mail and/or web site traffic
prevented to cross major backbones in
the world. Ok, I am looking forward to
that day:-)
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Secretary-Treasurer

Ho-Sheng Hsiao hhh@lost-
realities.org

I have two main objectives this year
for the Crew -- besides the personal
achievement of obtaining the
Ranger rank, First, I intend to
expand the core responsibilities of
the youth officers and leaders
through executing my position as
Secretary-Treasurer. Second, I want
our Crew to provide leadership for
the other Crews in the Simon Ken-
ton Council -- mainly since there is
a serious lack of youth Council-
level leadership.

Through our discussions, we the
officers have agreed that our roles,
as defined by our offices are all nice
and well. Certainly, we should fulfill
the duties and responsibilities of our
job description -- the ones we write.
However, none of us work in the
way where we see our job as a “I do
my part, you do yours.” We form a
team. A broader vision keeps us
together, and often, our roles over-
lap each other. One assumes roles
and responsibilities. I have the for-
tune to work with my colleagues,
Bill Schanitz and Neil Coplin who
understands this concept.

The combination of the Treasurer is
much the same. This includes
accounting the fund raising handled
by youth, and the temporary
“Munchie Funds” during Munchie
Nights or Pizza Nights.

While the office of Secretary seem
so much like paper pushing, that’s
hardly the case. Every organization
has a legacy that provides it inertia.
Though this inertia locks some
established organizations into

inflexibility, it also provides stability and
longevity of the group. Specifically, I am
starting with the minutes of our meet-
ings. A written record available on the
Web and Newsletters provides posterity.
That’s a lesson I learned in Summer
Camp, one I fully intend to apply.

Spoken words may fade; written words
remain time and again.

Having written records lead to my sec-
ond objective. Often, when finding some
activities to do, we really don’t have
many inspirations or ideas that hits you
in your gut. Our Advisor has been there,
and done many of the activities on our
program. With all due respects, having
your peers do something works on brains
at a different level. There’s a world of
difference of following footsteps in the
sand, and beating a track with someone
besides you -- that someone may help,
that someone may rival, that someone
may hinder. I hope it is to help, and so I
help.

Thus, once our membership increases
this year, and our core responsibilities
expand, we would now have enough
resources to be a resource for other Ven-
turing Crews. This includes publicity at
the Junior Acheivement and State Fair
conventions. This also includes staging
our own convention. While we’re at it,
those meetings that we’ve kept records
of provide the basis for an online
resource for other Venturing Crews.
Each of us can trade ideas for programs,
see and be seen. As the hosting Ventur-
ing Crew, we would present seminars
and plan extra activities during the con-
vention.

But before that heppens, we youth have
to bootstrap ourselves up to that next
level. That. we’ll keep in mind.

Vice President
Neil Coplin coplin.7@osu.edu

As Vice President of the Crew this year, I
have two main initiatives that I will be push-
ing in addition to my normal duties.  The first
is making sure that the youth in the group are
active and having a good time.  The second is
getting the crew more involved with activi-
ties outside of the computer world.  While I
was just elected, these initiatives are still tan-
gible dreams.  It’s a good thing that the people
in the Crew are able to make our dreams
come true.

The first initiative is to make sure that the
crew is active.  Each crew member has
responsibilities of writing an article and vot-
ing on the STWA each month.  Often times
they don’t do this.  I will try to find a way to
make these responsibilities more enjoyable.  I
hope that getting the crew to do these respon-
sibilities, they will realize that they are pre-
paring them for the real world, where things
will be expected of them, without them get-
ting constant supervision.  Keeping the youth
active doesn’t just mean having them do their
responsibilities however.  There is so much
more to life than just work.  We all plan to
have a lot of fun.  By making sure we have
plenty of social events for the crew, we will
be having a lot of fun.  This means that I need
to make sure these events are appealing to the
members of the crew.

The second initiative is to get the crew more
involved with activities outside the computer
world.  This includes volunteer service, fund
raisers, and the outdoors (we are Boy Scouts).
Though we all like computers, there is so
much else to do and that has to be done.  I for
one would like to see work toward advance-
ment in the scouting ranks.  We currently
have three of us working on our Bronze
Award, but I would like to see more people
working for this achievement.  It is this sort of
advancement that shows that you have gained
the skills employers are looking for.  It is this
that shows your dedication.  Having people
work towards their Ranger Award will be the
focus of our outside computer activites.


